Manufacturing still dominates the European economy and contributes more than €6.5 billion to EU GDP and provides more than 30 million jobs. High performance computing, HPC, is revolutionising the way products are designed and manufactured. So if Europe is to retain its leading position and competitive advantage, it will be crucial to leverage state-of-the-art HPC resources, especially on the embedded level, by integrating hardware and software power – this is what the MACH ITEA 2 project is about.

FROM DIVERSITY TO OPTIMISATION
Until a couple of years ago, the evolution of HPC hardware, as well as embedded hardware architecture, was quite predictable. But with new hardware architectures and features hitting the market much earlier and more frequently, predicting which hardware architecture will be the prevailing one is no easy task. Moreover, all those new hardware systems are complex and all but trivial to program, causing the effort to maintain existing and developing new software applications to grow at an exponential rate. At the same time the complexity of computing systems is increasing due to the integration of other hardware components like accelerators that allow some of the computational effort to be offloaded. Consequently, state-of-the-art HPC resources are increasingly dominated by these heterogeneous architectures that combine traditional CPU-based systems with accelerator boards that are often equipped with graphical processing units (GPUs). The diversity of hardware accelerators present in HPC and HPeC systems is growing substantially.

The objective of the MACH project is to provide compute-intensive application developers with a highly efficient programming framework for hybrid computing hardware composed of a mix of classical processors and hardware accelerators. MACH not only facilitates the development process of HPC applications but also, and more importantly, optimises the overall performance of these applications. The project also supports the identification of the best HPC platform architectures for given compute-intensive applications,
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thereby enhancing the procurement of the most efficient platform configuration to run the respective application. Efficiency criteria include the performance, energy consumption and price of the platform.

FOCAL SECTORS
The MACH project aims to target the following market segments that are partly traditional fields for HPC as well as new fields, especially, where embedded high performance computing is needed:

- Advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) where the need to process real-time is increasing with the requirement for precision.
- Automatic image interpretation or video content analysis that is being adopted in a wide range of applications such as industrial automation, medical imaging, intelligent video surveillance and traffic management.
- The related domain of image processing that is faced with more data, higher resolutions, more complex algorithms and a transition of 2D to 3D.
- CFD calculations in various fields (such as aero-acoustics or environmental calculations) whereby multidisciplinary, multi-physics codes like CFD tools have to be integrated in the optimisation loop in order to accelerate efficient computer enabled processes requiring extensive computational power.
- The life science industry, where open source software is widespread in the genomics community but is hindered by its low performance when confronted with big data and where faster profiling and assembly workflows for genome analysis can only be achieved by a massive computational effort.

TECHNOLOGY BENEFITS
By bridging the gap between traditional high performance computing and the need for high performance computing in the world of embedded computing, the MACH project will enable HPC code developers to develop mission and performance critical applications independent of hardware constraints. The introduction of domain-specific embedded languages, optimising compilation frameworks, and libraries separates the concerns between domain algorithms and hardware-dependent implementation details. In the short term we expect the application partners to benefit substantially from the leverage of improved performance of their codes on a multitude of hardware architectures not previously accessible. In the medium term business partners outside the MACH consortium should be able to leverage the MACH infrastructure as Fraunhofer SCAI and FZI envision maintaining and further extending the platform for an even broader community. The longer term is likely to see a completely changed compute infrastructure, especially with respect to performance-critical applications. With the development of tremendous parallelism, with thousands of cores on a single computational device seeming possible, so long as the primarily targeted hosting languages C and C++ prevail, customers and partners employing MACH results will have a competitive advantage.

BUSINESS GAINS
The MACH project heralds a new era of high performance computing – High Performance Extreme Computing – bridging the gap between traditional HPC and the high performance computing needed in the embedded computing world (HPeC). It will have a positive impact on the competitiveness of the companies involved, allowing them to unleash the power of their applications on almost any kind of modern computing system. Given the increase in data volumes and the algorithms’ complexity, performance is the key to competitiveness. For example, video and image-processing by itself or as an application in advanced driver assistance systems, radar image processing or medical image processing leverage similar algorithms and mathematical methods. MACH can help such applications achieve top performance.
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ITEA 2 – Information Technology for European Advancement – is Europe’s premier co-operative R&D programme driving pre-competitive research on embedded and distributed software-intensive systems and services. As a EUREKA strategic Cluster, we support co-ordinated national funding submissions and provide the link between those who provide finance, technology and software engineering. Our aim is to mobilise a total of 20,000 person-years over the full eight-year period of our programme from 2006 to 2013.

ITEA 2-labelled projects are industry-driven initiatives building vital middleware and preparing standards to lay the foundations for the next generation of products, systems, appliances and services. Our programme results in real product innovation that boosts European competitiveness in a wide range of industries. Specifically, we play a key role in crucial application domains where software dominates, such as aerospace, automotive, consumer electronics, healthcare/medical systems and telecommunications.

ITEA 2 projects involve complementary R&D from at least two companies in two countries. We issue annual Calls for Projects, evaluate projects and help bring research partners together. Our projects are open to partners from large industrial companies and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) as well as public research institutes and universities.